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OUR MISSION

Our company, Vihaba was established in 2014, by enthusiastic and
dynamic labor who are specially into Vietnamese agircultural
products, handicrafts and garments. With the expectation that we
are the connection between customers all over the world and the
leading brands, Vihaba make sure that our exporting products are
of high quality and suitable price. And moreover, we are also devoted to customer service to take care thoroughly our customers
during and after the deals.

- Providing products - services with the best quality
- Building a professional and friendly working
environment
- Leadership, co-operation with employees anytime,
anywhere
- Promoting community and social benefits
- Participate, respond to and contribute positively to
soci-al activities.

Construction VIHABA becomes a bridge between
Vietnamese customers and leading brands in the
world.VIHABA is constantly determined to take the
lead in pro-viding and installing information technology equipment, automation systems and repair and
consulting service.

HUMAN RESOURCES
The company has a stable and steady staff,
along with the ability to improve and meet the
customers' love. Devotion and professionalism
are values that create momentum for Vihaba to
grow more and more.
Vihaba helps its employees achieve their maximum ability by giving them progressive careers
and challenging working environments.

WHY CHOOSE US?
With the motto of commitment to bring customers "Best quality - Best service - The
most reasonable cost".
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Top quality products

24/7 Answering service

quick order processing

competitive price

content
1

1. Coffee
- Green
- Roasted
- Instant
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2. Cashew Nuts
- Raw
- Roasted
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3. Spice
- Cassia
- Star Anise
- Other
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4. Rice Products
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5. Frozen Fruits
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6. Handicraft
- F&B
- Fashion
- Decor
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CERTIFICATION
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Arabica

coffee products

coffee products

green coffee beans

roasted coffee beans

roasted ground coffee

roasted coffee beans

roasted ground coffee

robusta
green coffee beans

MIXED

40% aRABICA + 60% rOBUSTA

30% aRABICA + 70% rOBUSTA

INSTANT
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75% Sugar + 7% Premium Instant Coffee Powder + 18% Non Dairy Creamer

cASHEW NUTS
Raw
cashew nuts ww240

cashew nuts ww320

cashew nuts ww1450

cashew nuts DW

cashew nuts lp

cashew nuts sp

cashew nuts bb

cashew nuts ws

Roasted

roasted with shell

cASHEW NUTS

cashew nuts ww180

roasted without shell

annotate
WW : Whole White
BB : Baby Bits

SP : Small Pieces
WS : White Splits

LP : Large Pieces

DW : Dessert Wholes
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spice products
cassia

spice products

powder cinnamon
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round cut cinnamon

square cut cinnamon

star anise
star anise standard

star anise premium

other products
organic ginger powder

organic chili powder

organic black pepper

organic lemongrass powder

organic seedless lime slice

organic ginger slice

rice products

RICE NOODLE

RICE STICK

rice
products
spice
spice
products
products

brown rice vermicelli
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frozen fruit

frozen fruit
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frozen soursop

frozen mango dice

frozen passion

frozen rambutan

frozen dragon

frozen mango half

HANDICRAFT
f&B application
wooden
woodenspoon
spoon

Coconut bowls

Square wooden tray tea

bamboo straws

rattan paper box

bamboo food cover

rattan buffet basket

Bamboo Lantern Lamp 02

Bamboo Hanging lamp

HANDICRAFT

circle rattan tea tray

wooden forks

decor application
Bamboo Lantern Lamp 01

fashion application
rattan bag

rattan Fern Suitcase

view more products at our website: en.vihaba.vn

bamboo bag 04
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certifications
coffee beans
HACCP, ISO; UTZ, FDA

cashew nuts
EU ORGANIC, KOREA ORGANIC, JAS ORGANIC, FORLIFE, HACCP, IFS, USDA

spice

certifications

BRC, FSMA, HACCP, HALAL, ISO 22000, KOSHER, FDA
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HANDICRAFT
ISO, HACCP, HALAL, BRC, FSMA, FDA
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